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INTRODUCTION 

The Risk Classification Subcommittee of the American Academy of Actuaries appreciates the 

opportunity to provide comments on issues related to credit scoring and its use in insurance underwriting 

and ratemaking.  Our subcommittee hopes these comments will be helpful as Congress considers related 

proposals.  Our subcommittee is charged with assisting interested parties in evaluating actuarial 

practices related to the affordability and availability of insurance across all demographic classes and in 

risk classification in general. 

This testimony briefly discusses overall risk classification and reviews often-referenced papers on the 

issue including a prominent credit scoring modeling company (Fair, Issac), an actuary (Monaghan), and 

the State of Virginia Insurance Bureau.  This testimony is based primarily on a report (located at 

http://www.actuary.org/pdf/casualty/credit_dec02.pdf) that our subcommittee drafted at the request of the 

National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) in December of 2002.  The NAIC has asked 

our subcommittee to review and report on additional papers such as the Alaska and Texas studies, and 

this report to the NAIC is slated for completion no later than their Fall 2003 Meeting. 

 

ACTUARIAL STANDARDS CONCERNING RISK CLASSIFICATION 

Insurance companies use individuals’ credit histories in addition to other demographic information, 

histories of accidents and violations, and vehicle information as part of their underwriting and pricing 

process for automobile and homeowners insurance.  The use of credit histories as part of the risk 

classification process has become widespread in recent years.  Consumers and insurance regulators have 

expressed concern that the use of credit histories for personal lines of insurance may not be appropriate. 

 

The subcommittee recognizes that risk classification systems, while vitally important, must not unfairly 

discriminate. We are interested in contributing our findings to any discussion of fair versus unfair 

discrimination in insurance underwriting practices and the appropriateness of using credit history.  

Members of the Academy rely on Actuarial Standard of Practice No. 12 (ASOP No. 12), Concerning 
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Risk Classification, for guidance regarding risk classification systems.  Standards of practice serve to 

assure the public that actuaries are professionally accountable. At the same time, standards provide 

practicing actuaries with a basis for assuring that their work will conform to generally accepted 

principles and practices. ASOP No. 12 and virtually all the states require that risk classification not 

unfairly discriminate 

ASOP No. 12 recognizes the importance of risk classification systems: 

“In a voluntary market system, risk classification is vital to ensure the equity and financial soundness of 
the system.  Economic incentives such as the avoidance of antiselection often have led to innovations 
and changes in risk classification systems.  Risk classification has become more complex and refined, 
therefore promoting more equitable risk classification, and encouraging widespread availability of 
coverage.” 
 
ASOP No. 12 identifies four basic principles that should be present in any sound risk classification 

system: 

1. The system should reflect cost and experience differences on the basis of relevant risk 
characteristics. 

2. The system should be applied objectively and consistently. 
3. The system should be practical, cost-effective, and responsive to change. 
4. The system should minimize antiselection. 

 
ASOP No. 12 addresses the elements of a risk classification system from an actuarial perspective, but 

not from a public policy perspective.  The subcommittee recognizes that the four basic principles are 

necessary conditions for a sound risk classification system, but they are not necessarily sufficient 

conditions.  Clearly, for example, a risk classification system would not be considered acceptable if law 

or regulation prohibited it.   Like all effective underwriting tools, the use of credit scoring in insurance 

will have an adverse impact on some members of the community and a favorable impact on others.   
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HIGH-LEVEL SUMMARY OF THE PAPERS 

 

The three papers we have reviewed are useful for obtaining an overview of credit-scoring issues.  

Summarizing these papers very briefly: 

 

 The Fair, Isaac paper “Productiveness of Credit History for Insurance Loss-Ratio Relativities,” is a 

comprehensive response to issues that have been raised by insurance regulators and others in regard 

to the use of credit history. 

 The Monaghan paper, “The Impact of Personal Credit History on Loss Performance in Personal 

Lines,” analyzes the effectiveness of using credit characteristics to predict future loss ratios for 

private passenger automobile and homeowners insurance. 

 The Virginia Bureau of Insurance paper, “Use of Credit Reports in Underwriting” discusses the use 

of credit history in that state. 

 

These three papers give a good multifaceted evaluation of the current regulatory and marketplace issues 

regarding the use of credit scores in risk classification.  Each of the three papers is reviewed in more 

detail, below.  For each paper, we first provide an overall summary of the paper, and then identify the 

major points and conclusions that are made in the paper, and then review and discuss these major points 

and conclusions.   

 
PREDICTIVENESS OF CREDIT HISTORY FOR INSURANCE LOSS- RATIO 
RELATIVITIES 
 
Fair, Isaac; 1999 
 
See Appendix A for text of this paper 
 

Summary Review of Paper 

 

This study by a prominent provider of insurance scoring models provides a good description of why 

insurance companies use credit histories.  It is a response to issues that have been raised by insurance 

regulators and others in regard to the use of credit history for insurance underwriting.  It provides a 
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comprehensive review of these issues, but does not provide any in-depth analysis or discussions of the 

underlying insurance scoring models.  It has the following strengths and weaknesses: 

 

Study’s Major Points and Conclusions 

 

1. The accuracy of credit data should not be a matter of concern. 

 

If credit data were widely inaccurate, scores also would be inaccurate.  The fact that insurance scores 

are so predictive of insurance loss performance testifies to the overall accuracy of the credit 

information. 

 

Several studies are referenced that show very low error rates for credit data.   In fact, there are much 

lower error rates than for motor vehicle reports (MVRs), which are readily accepted and routinely 

used for auto insurance. 

 

2. The Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) permits the use of consumer credit reports for underwriting 

insurance. It gives consumers certain protections, including notification requirements, free access to 

their credit reports, and in the case of an adverse action based on a consumer report, correction 

procedures. 

 

3. Specific credit variables and model scores are highly effective at predicting insurance loss ratio 

relativities. 

 

The Fair, Issac study gives examples of five specific credit variables and how they are related to 

personal property and automobile insurance loss ratios.  The credit information further separates 

insurance policies by loss ratio above and beyond the separation is provided by the other commonly 

used rating variables.  The actual model scores also are very effective at predicting loss ratio 

relativities.  Fair, Isaac commissioned Tillinghast-Towers Perrin to validate the relationship. (1996 

paper, appended to NAIC white paper.)  The general statistical techniques are well known but the 

exact models are proprietary. 
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4. Statistical models do not determine causality.  Statistical techniques demonstrate statistical 

relationships, but do not determine causal relationships.  But in other fields, such as medicine, the 

discoveries of statistical relationships have been considered valuable and useful, even without the 

establishment of causal relationships.  One can speculate that those who manage their credit risk well 

may also manage their insurance risk well.   

 

5. The Fair, Isaac scoring models are not unfairly discriminatory.  In compliance with the Equal Credit 

Opportunity Act (ECOA) and the Fair Housing Act (FHA), the Fair, Isaac scoring models avoid the 

use of many factors, including: income, location, nationality, net worth, race, color, religion, and 

disability. 

 

A study by the American Insurance Association concluded that using insurance scores does not 

discriminate against low-income groups, and that insurance scores are not significantly correlated 

with income. 

 

6. The use of Insurance Bureau scores (scores based on Fair, Isaac models) enables insurers to improve 

the speed, objectivity, and consistency of their underwriting. 

 

Insurance Bureau scores are used by many insurers in the United States and Canada. Insurance 

Bureau scores are widely available, so they enable insurers of all sizes to use credit information with 

efficiency, objectivity and consistency.  Because they are objective, their use can eliminate 

subjective human judgment. 

 

Scores can be used for the following multiple purposes: 

 Underwriting evaluation for various insurance programs; Sales management (for example, by 

monitoring the average scores by agent) 

 Management information (for example, monitoring changes in average scores) 

 

7. Credit scores, unlike Insurance Bureau scores, were developed to predict credit risk and are not 

appropriate for the purpose of predicting insurance risk. 
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Review and Discussion of Major Points and Conclusions 

 

1. The accuracy of credit data should not be a matter of concern. 

 

This conclusion is based on studies by Arthur Andersen (for the Associated Credit Bureaus), 

TransUnion (a credit report company), and a comparison with the accuracy of motor vehicle records 

(MVRs), which was evaluated in a study by the Insurance Research Council. 

 

There are many ways to evaluate the accuracy of credit data and these studies are just a few.  It is 

unclear in the TransUnion study, for example, how many important credit report inaccuracies might 

have gone undisputed. 

 

Further, the error rates measured by the credit data studies and the MVR study are not directly 

comparable.  Fair, Isaac states “In view of the error rate of MVRs, the credit report error rate should 

not be an issue,” but this seems to be too strong a conclusion. 

 

2. FCRA permits the use of consumer credit reports for underwriting insurance, and gives consumers 

certain protections, including notification requirements, free access to their credit reports, and in the 

case of an adverse action (such as civil judgment, bankruptcy, tax liens) based on a consumer report, 

correction procedures.  Evaluation of the legal ramifications of the FCRA is outside the scope of this 

review. 

 

3. Specific credit variables and model scoring are effective at predicting insurance loss ratio relativities  

The Fair, Issac study provides many results (statistical relationships) showing that both individual 

credit characteristics and insurance scores are closely related to loss ratios.  However, little or no in-

depth data analysis is directly included in the paper, and therefore it is not possible to comment on 

the validity of these results.  For example, Fair, Issac's conclusions regarding loss ratios are based on 

the implicit assumption that all other elements of the rating structure are correct, meaning that all 

groups of consumers would have identical loss ratios if it were not for their different credit scores.  

To the extent that there are overcharges and undercharges in the rating plans (due to factors other 

than credit rating), this could distort the indicated credit score differentials.  There is also a potential 
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for distortion because not all companies use the same rating plan or have the same overall loss ratio.  

These possibilities would have been explored more carefully in a more in-depth study. 

 

4. Statistical models do not determine causality.  This is an appropriate conclusion.  It should not be 

necessary to demonstrate causality.  Actuarial Standard of Practice No. 12 states that causality 

cannot be required for risk classification systems.  It is sometimes impossible or impractical to prove 

cause-and-effect relationships.  Risk classes should be neither obscure nor irrelevant, but they need 

not exhibit a cause-and-effect relationship. 

 

5. The Fair, Isaac scoring models are not unfairly discriminatory.  The Risk Classification 

Subcommittee accepts Fair, Isaac’s statement that its models do not use certain factors including 

income, location, nationality, net worth, race, religion, and disability.  There is no way for the 

subcommittee to verify this statement without reviewing Fair, Isaac’s models.  However, this 

statement cannot be generalized to other models in use.  Also, the paper does not address whether   

any of the credit variables used, or the overall insurance score, might be a surrogate or a proxy for 

any prohibited factor or factors.  Our subcommittee has not reviewed the study by the American 

Insurance Association cited by Fair, Isaac. 

 

6. The use of Insurance Bureau scores (scores based on Fair, Isaac models) enables insurers to improve 

the speed, objectivity, and consistency of their underwriting.  The Insurance Bureau scores most 

likely enable insurers to improve their underwriting in this way, but no evidence is presented to 

indicate that insurers use the Insurance Bureau scores in an objective and consistent manner. 

 

7. Credit scores, unlike Insurance Bureau scores, were developed to predict credit risk and are not 

appropriate for the purpose of predicting insurance risk.  Although this was not a major point in the 

Fair, Isaac study, the distinction between credit (lending) scores and insurance scores is important.  

The study does not present any information about the relationship between credit scores and 

insurance scores. 
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THE IMPACT OF PERSONAL CREDIT HISTORY ON LOSS PERFORMANCE 
IN PERSONAL LINES   
 
James E. Monaghan; 2000 
 
See Appendix B for text of this paper. 
 

Summary Review of Paper 

 
The value of the Monahan paper is that it provides data and analysis that support why personal lines 

insurers consider credit scoring to be an important risk classification tool.  The Monaghan study has the 

following strengths and weaknesses. 

 

Study’s Major Points and Conclusions 

 

1. Eight credit information variables are identified that show strong power to predict loss ratios.  This 

demonstrates correlation between certain credit information at the time a policy is written as new 

business, and future loss ratios. 

 

The eight credit information variables are: 

 Amounts past due 

 Derogatory public records (bankruptcies, tax liens, civil judgments, and so forth) 

 Collection records (generated when an account is referred to a collection agency) 

 Status of trade lines (a “trade line” is a credit account or loan account) 

 Age of oldest trade line 

 Non-promotional inquiry count (number of credit inquiries arising from activity or request of the 

consumer) 

 Leverage ratio on revolving type accounts (the leverage ratio is the ratio of debt to account limits) 

 Revolving account limits 

 

2. The statistical models do not demonstrate causality. 
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Although the cause-and-effect relationships are speculative, there are reasonable causal links 

between credit characteristics and insurance risk. 

 

Actuarial Standard of Practice No. 12 states that causality cannot be made a requirement for risk 

classification systems.  It is sometimes impossible or impractical to prove cause-and-effect relationships.  

Risk classes should be neither obscure nor irrelevant, but they need not exhibit a cause-and-effect 

relationship. 

 

The following list includes some examples of possible causal links between certain credit information 

and insurance loss experience: 

 

 Maintenance:  How responsibly one manages financial credit might also correspond to how one 

maintains and operates a car. 

 Moral Hazard:  “Moral hazard” refers to the possibility that some drivers might be less careful if 

they have insurance.  Drivers who do not manage their financial credit responsibly might also be 

more likely to present a moral hazard. 

 Claims Consciousness:  Persons in certain financial situations might be more inclined to file claims. 

 Fraud:  Similarly, persons in certain financial situations might be more likely to be induced into 

fraud. 

 Stress:  Persons in certain financial situations might be more stressed. 

 

It is possible that all of these and other factors create a cumulative effect. 

 

3. Multivariate analysis was performed and presented which demonstrates that different credit profiles 

predict different loss ratios, even when other factors (such as driving record, age of driver, and so 

forth) are held constant. 

 

Credit characteristics were compared by type of rating territory (urban versus other) in several states.  

This demonstrated that the distribution of credit characteristics by type of territory is relatively 

uniform.  In other words, urban territories had approximately the same percentage of risks with poor 
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credit characteristics as did other territories.  Similar results were found for other underwriting 

criteria, including: number of vehicles, number of drivers, residence type, residence stability, job 

stability, prior insurance, gender, and marital status. 

 

Multivariate analysis also was performed to demonstrate that there are many credit variables that 

have independent relationships with loss ratios. 

 

4. The study includes an analysis versus homeowners’ insurance loss ratios, with similar results. 

 

5. The issues regarding whether credit information should be used extend beyond loss performance: 

 

 Questions remain about whether credit information should be applied to renewals, and if so, how 

often it should be re-checked.  Should premium be changed solely due to credit information?   Each 

evaluation creates an inquiry in the credit file. 

 
 There is concern with using a classification variable that is “under the control of the insured.”  In this 

case, however, it is doubtful that insureds would manipulate the class plan because they already are 

affected by their credit histories in other ways. 

 

 There is the need for a good measure of the accuracy of credit information.  Insurers should inform 

customers of how to resolve inaccuracies, and then take into account any corrections. 

 

 Privacy concerns need to be addressed when considering the use of credit history in personal lines of 

insurance.  Unlike the use of accident history, for which the negligence of the insured can usually be 

determined, a poor credit history is not necessarily due to negligence on the part of the insured. 
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Review and Discussion of Major Points and Conclusions 

 

The study is based on data and information for new auto policies written by one insurance company in 

1993, and the earned premium and loss information for these policies from accident years 1993 through 

1995.  Credit information at new business time was matched with the experience data. Credit 

information was matched with premium and loss experience for 170,000 policies.  Total premium 

volume was $394 million.  Credit information had not been used during this historical period for rating 

or underwriting.  

 

Only new business was studied.  Though this study does not directly address renewal strategies, 

although there is no particular reason to think that the results would not generalize to renewal business.  

Credit information was collected only on one person, the named insured. As a result, the credit 

relationships might not be appropriate for recently married couples if each partner had different credit 

characteristics. 

 

The author describes that drivers with past accidents and violations who have the best credit 

characteristics, have a lower overall loss ratio than do those good drivers who are in the “worst” group, 

as regards credit characteristics.  In other words, he explains that for the purpose of forecasting future 

loss ratios, credit history is more important than past driving experience.  However, the loss ratios of 

these two groups are probably not comparable because of the premium surcharges that would have 

applied to the drivers with past accidents and violations who are in the “best” credit group. 

 

The author compares urban and non-urban territories and shows no clear-cut difference in distribution of 

credit information by type of territory.  This point may be valid.  From an actuarial point of view, 

however, there is no need to have similar distributions of credit characteristics by type of territory.  The 

value of the use of credit history is that it enables the insurance company to more equitably rate drivers 

within any given territory. 

 

The section of the paper that discusses the multivariate analysis is important because it demonstrates that 

the credit characteristics are adding predictive power above and beyond the existing variables.  It also 

demonstrates that a large number of credit characteristics are adding predictive power, independent of 

one another.  
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USE OF CREDIT REPORTS IN UNDERWRITING 
 
Virginia Bureau of Insurance (1999) 
 
See Appendix C for Text 
 

Summary Review of Study 

 

This study by the Virginia Bureau of Insurance (1999) is important because it has been cited by the 

insurance industry as evidence that credit histories are not being used in order to discriminate based on 

income or race.  Because the paper includes only a limited amount of the data, however, it is difficult 

for readers to assess the validity of the conclusions.   

 

Study’s Major Points and Conclusions 

 

1. Approximately 50 percent of auto insurers and 60 percent of homeowners insurers responding to the 

Virginia Bureau of Insurance survey use some form of credit scoring with new business 

underwriting, representing 36 percent and 49 percent of the respective market shares in Virginia. 

 

2. Of the insurers using credit history, roughly 30 percent may decline new business solely on credit 

history, and one percent may non-renew solely on credit history. 

 

3. There is a statistical correlation between credit score and policy loss performance. 

 

4. Credit scoring is an ineffective tool for “redlining” because income and race alone are not reliable 

predictors of credit score. 

 

5. The level of consumer complaints involving the use of credit reports is very low (less than one 

percent of all complaints).  However, the Virginia Bureau of Insurance is concerned that the number 

of complaints, new business declinations, and non-renewals will increase as more insurers use credit 

reports. 
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6. Almost two-thirds of agents (63 percent) responding to a bureau survey were in favor of a law 

prohibiting insurers from refusing to issue or renew policies due to adverse credit reports. 

 

7. None of the credit variables used in the Fair, Isaac models appear to be unfairly discriminatory. 

 

Review and Discussion of Major Points and Conclusions 

 

1. Approximately 50 percent of auto insurers and 60 percent of homeowners insurers responding to the 

Virginia Bureau of Insurance survey use some form of credit scoring with new business 

underwriting, representing 36 percent and 49 percent of the respective market shares in Virginia.  

This conclusion was based on a survey of the following: 

 

A) Top 100 Virginia market share auto insurers (89 percent of the market responded). 

B) Top 100 Virginia market share homeowners’ insurers (82 percent of the market responded). 

 

 The conclusion is probably a reasonable estimate of what the market is doing.  However, there may be 

a bias in responding.  For example, companies using credit scoring as a potentially sole criterion for the 

acceptance or rejection of a potential policyholder may have tended to decline to respond.  Also, since 

the actual survey is not part of the published paper, it is not possible to assess how to fully assess the 

responses.  Also, it is difficult to project the findings to 2002, because companies have had more 

opportunity to respond to the marketplace and to decide how best to use credit history. 

 

2. Of the insurers using credit history, roughly 30 percent may decline new business solely on credit 

history, and one percent may non-renew solely on credit history.  (See comments regarding item 1.) 

 

3. There is a statistical correlation between credit score and policy loss performance.  This conclusion 

was based on company filings in which there was a proposal to use credit score as a factor in rating.  

The study includes no actual data, so it is not possible to comment on the quality of the supporting 

evidence.  There were at least 50 survey respondents using credit history who apparently submitted 

filings with appropriate support for the use of credit history, indicates there is a correlation.  The 

inclusion of summarized data seen by the bureau of insurance would have strengthened this study. 
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4. Credit scoring is an ineffective tool for “redlining” because income and race alone are not reliable 

predictors of credit score.  This conclusion is based on the following:  

 

A) TransUnion, Inc data apparently consisted of credit scores aggregated by Virginia ZIP codes and; 

B) 1989 Census data by ZIP code apparently included average household income and racial  mix. 

 

The data is reviewed on an aggregate basis by ZIP codes, and there is no attempt to match the credit 

scores of individual consumers with their income and race.  As with item #3, the paper does not include 

any of the supporting data, so it is not possible to comment directly on the conclusion.  The level of 

consumer complaints involving the use of credit reports is very low (less than one percent of all 

complaints).  However, the Virginia Bureau of Insurance is concerned that the number of complaints, 

new business declinations, and non-renewals will increase as more insurers use credit reports. This 

conclusion is based on telephone and written complaints received by the Bureau’s Property and 

Casualty Consumer Services Section during a five-month period, March to August of 1999. 

 

The implication is that the insurance buying public does not perceive a problem.  Less than one percent 

of complaints seems low, but as the bureau indicates in the study, there is insufficient information to 

conclude whether or not this level will be maintained. 

Furthermore, even if the level of complaint increases significantly, it will be difficult to assess what it 

means because using credit reports will, by design, adversely affect a significant number of consumers. 

 

5. Nearly two-thirds of agents (63 percent) responding to a bureau survey were in favor of a law 

prohibiting insurers from refusing to issue or renew policies due to adverse credit reports. 

This conclusion is based on a survey of 1,129 agents. 

 

It is not clear that the 63 percent is representative of agents in total.  Because of this there may be a 

greater tendency for the strongly opinionated to respond to the survey.  For example, since it is not 

stated in the paper exactly how the survey was conducted, it is not known to what degree there was 

follow-up with the non-responding agents. 

 

6. None of the credit variables used in the Fair, Isaac models appears to be unfairly discriminatory.  

The basis for this conclusion is not clear.  There was at least one interview with representatives of 
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Fair, Isaac, and the study seems to suggest that the Bureau was allowed to see the actual list of credit 

variables used by Fair, Isaac. 

 

It is not possible to verify this conclusion, because its basis is unclear.  Further, the conclusion appears 

to apply only to Fair, Isaac models and there is no information regarding the variables used in other 

insurance scoring models. 

 

Summary Review of Study 

 

The Virginia Bureau of Insurance (1999) draws some significant conclusions about the use of credit 

history in the underwriting of auto and homeowners insurance in Virginia.  These conclusions are based 

on data from rate filings and TransUnion, and several surveys implying reliability and thoroughness. 

 

Because the paper includes only a limited amount of the data, however, it is difficult for readers to 

assess the validity of the conclusions.  The inclusion of some summarized data displaying the 

correlation between credit score and loss performance, and data supporting the ZIP code analysis, 

would have strengthened the study. 

 
 
CONCLUSION 

Our subcommittee appreciates the opportunity to provide an actuarial perspective on these important 

issues and would be glad to provide you with any additional information that might be helpful.. 
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I n t r o d u c t i o n  

At the time of this writing, a process of both education and debate is occurring with regard to the 
use of personal credit history in the underwriting or rating of personal lines insurance policies. The 
insurance industry, the NAIC, and other interested third parties are all involved in educating both 
themselves and each other on such issues as correlation, multivariate correlation, causality and the social or 
actuarial appropriateness of using this tool in either underwriting or rating. Although the scope of 
regulators is more finely focused on rating, the recent trend towards tier rating and the utilization of 
multiple rating companies by members of the insurance industry has blurred the distinction considerably 
between the two. The use of personal credit history in personal lines insurance has therefore, through its 
manifestation in underwriting, gone largely unnoticed until recent years. The rapid increase in its use has 
brought credit history to the forefront of debate in many jurisdictions, in addition to its use in quasi-rating 
schema. 

The development and use of third-party scoring algorithms for credit evaluation, and the 
proprietary nature of such models, has made it difficult for regulators, companies, agents and customers to 
get a firm grasp of the underpinnings of automated risk evaluation based on credit history. Apparently, it is 
not only actuaries who occasionally take the position that " i l l  can't touch it, is it actually real?" The key 
issues under debate are the existence (or non-existence) of a correlation between past credit history and 
expected loss levels (and which variables are responsible for that correlation) and the establishment of 
causal links for such correlation. Both will be addressed here, although only the former can be statistically 
analyzed. Causality will be addressed on an informational (and necessarily subjective) basis. The key 
questions that will be addressed in this paper are: 

I) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

Is there a correlation between credit history and expected personal lines loss 
performance? 
If so, which specific criteria within a credit file are indicative of abnormal loss 
performance (favorable or unfavorable)? 
If this correlation exists, is it merely a proxy, i.e., is the correlation actually due to other 
characteristics (which may already be underwritten for or against, or rated for)? 
As a corollary to 3), are there dependencies between the impact of credit history on loss 
performance and other policyholder characteristics or rating variables? 
What are the ramifications of utilizing such data for underwriting and/or ratemaking? 

R e s e a r c h  D a t a b a s e  C o n s t r u c t i o n  

The data utilized in researching the relationships between credit history and private passenger 
automobile loss experience was assembled from several sources. All policies originally written during 
calendar year 1993 were first identified. Earned premiums for the calendar/accident years 1993 through 
1995 were then appended for all coverages. The longest exposure period for any given policy is therefore 
36 months, in the case where the policy was written on January I st, 1993 and remained inforce through 
December 31 s~, 1995. All policies were included in the database, regardless of whether or not they 
remained inforce through the end of the experience period, making the shortest possible exposure period for 
any given policy one day. Hence policies are not homogenous in either length of exposure or in coverages 
afforded. Also of note is the fact that the company did not utilize credit information in underwriting or 
rating of policies during this time period. 

Incurred losses ,.vere then added, where incurred loss was dcfined as the sum of paid losses, case 
reserves, supplemental reserves on case (which are established to cover adverse development on known 
losses), loss expenses and salvage and subrogation recoveries. These losses were evaluated as of June 30 ~, 
1996 for the exposure period January I". 1993 through December 3 I", 1995. Incurred losses during 
accident year 1993 therefore had 42 months of development, those during accident year 1994 were 
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developed 30 months, and those during accident year 1995 were developed 18 months. All earned premium 
and incurred loss were determined at the policy level, i.e., accumulated for all vehicles insured on the policy 
at any time during the experience period and for all coverages afforded on those vehicles. 

Data was then appended to each policy record that defined the underwriting and rating 
characteristics of the policy at the time of initial writing. This dataset contained such information as number 
of drivers, number of vehicles, prior accident and violation activity, state of residence, residence type and 
stability and prior insurance carrier information. Some of these variables certainly would have changed 
value during the experience period for many risks. In order to provide predictive value, information was 
compiled which related to the conditions in effect at the time of writing. 

The dataset was sent to a national credit vendor to append archived credit histories for each match 
that could be found. These credit histories were retrieved from credit files archived at the time each policy 
was written (or at the nearest three-month interval). Each record was then stripped of any identifying 
information (i.e. policy number, name, address) in order to ensure compliance with the Fair Credit 
Reporting Act. This action permitted analysis of the data without knowledge of the identity of any 
individual risk. Again, in order to provide predictive value, information gathered was pertinent to the 
conditions in effect at the time each policy was originally written. The credit information added to the 
dataset contained all of the information in the insured's credit file. The origi.nal listing of policies contained 
approximately 270,000 records. Matches were obtained on approximately 170,000 of those. This "hit 
rate" is rather low; recall, however, that many of the policies were no longer actively insured by the 
company and address and other information could have been outdated. 

Queries were then constructed and run against this database, accumulating earned premium and 
incurred loss during the experience period for various combinations of policy characteristics. In fact, 
thousands of such queries were run, evaluating the loss ratio and loss ratio relativity of given subsets of data 
relative to others and to the whole. These subsets each contained one or more variables from the two 
groups underwriting/rating characteristics and credit characteristics. The database had a grand total of 
$394 million in earned premiums for all records combined. The results of these queries, and the 
conclusions that could be drawn from them, shed light on the startling foundations of the credit scoring 
models: the individual credit characteristics. A data dictionary containing the description of all fields 
utilized in the results contained herein can be found in the Appendix. 

Limitations and Difficulties 

The construction ofthe database caused some inherent difficulties in interpretation and also 
rendered most traditional ratemaking methodologies unusable. The dataset was not compiled with the intent 
of applying ratemaking methods and principles. Since the process of risk selection occurs on a policy basis, 
the data was compiled to be utilized in that sening; loss ratio relativity is the only meaningful measure of 
performance expected to arise from these data. 

The credit file utilized was associated with one individual, although many policies have more than 
one covered driver. This individual was the named insured. The named insured may or may not have been 
the individual involved in prior accident or violation events, and may or may not have been involved in 
subsequent losses during the experience period. This difficulty arises from the use of policy level data. The 
question remains unanswered as to what kind of loss experience one can expect from, for example, a 
married couple with significantly different credit histories (as can be expected with policies written on 
recently married persons). 

Another difficulty encountered was determining the appropriate method of binning the data, 
particularly where the independent variable was of the continuous type (dollars, for example). Any data 
grouping of a continuous variable will have greater stability when larger bins are employed. Many different 
bin groupings were used in such cases, although only one will be shown here for each example. 
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Results of Data Queries 

The database contained a large number of  variables relating to underwriting characteristics, rating 
characteristics and credit in formation. Space limitations preclude presenting in formation about most of  the 
queries that were run and results obtained. A sampling of  this data will be reviewed and discussed. The 
first section will contain information about individual credit characteristics. All earned premium and 
incurred loss dollars will be shown in millions unless otherwise specified. The aggregate loss ratio for the 
entire database is 76.3*/o; this number is higher than average for the private passenger auto industry but 
recall this is premium and loss experience during the first (at most) 36 months of  experience from a block of  
newly written policies. New business in general produces higher loss ratios than longer-tenured business. 

1. Amounts Past Due (APD) 
APD is defined as delinquent amounts that are uncollected as of  the report date. This amount is 

the sum of all delinquent amounts on the credit file, regardless of  how many accounts are delinquent. A 
scheduled payment must be at least 30 days late before it appears on the credit file as delinquent. Note that 
there is a significant amount of  premium volume in the categories below $10. This is due to a logistical 
difficulty with the data: some records contained the value $0, others were blank. In order to run queries, the 
data must be uniformly formatted, yet there could have been statistically significant differences in results for 
"blank" versus $0. Therefore, all records with blanks were assigned a value of$1.  The premium and loss 
dollars in the categories below $6-20 should be considered included with $0. 

Earned Incurred Loss Relative Fitted 
APD Premium Loss Ratio Loss Ratio Relative LR 

$0 $ 257.7 $ 180.9 70.2% 0.92 
1-2 45.8 31.8 69.3% 0.91 1.03 
3-5 6.5 4.9 75.9% 1.00 1.07 
6-20 4.7 4.4 94.0% 1.23 I. I I 
21-50 5.5 4.8 87.5% 1.15 1.16 
51-99 5.8 5.8 99.7% 1.31 I. 19 
100-199 7.7 7.3 95.9% 1.26 1.22 
200-499 12.0 I I. I 92.7% 1.22 1.25 
500-999 10.2 10.9 107.2% 1.41 1.28 
1K-2K 10.1 9.9 97.2% 1.27 1.31 
2K-5K 12.5 12.6 100.5% 1.32 1.35 
5K-10K 7.8 8.3 106.1% 1.39 1.38 
10K + 7.7 7.6 99.8% 1.31 1.4 I 
Total $ 394.0 $ 300.4 76.3% 1.00 

A linear regression performed on loss ratio relativity vs. logarithm of  APD generated a coefficient of  0.83. 
The t-statistic for 99.5% significance level with I 0 degrees of  freedom is 3.17; the t-stat for this dataset is 
5.65. Thus the null hypothesis that slope ofthe regression is 0 is rejected with 99.5% certainty. A less 
statistical observation would be that loss ratio increases as the APD increases, but the change is very small 
compared to the large jump in loss ratio from around 70% for $0 to the mid-nineties at almost any value 
greater than $0. This is somewhat counter-intuitive, as one might speculate that small delinquencies should 
not have the same impact as large ones. Recall, however, that what is being measured is impact on loss 
ratio, not credit worthiness or any other characteristic. Since the causal links are not established, 
preconceived notions should be considered with skepticism. 

2. Derogatory Public Records (DPR) 
DPRs include such items as bankruptcies, federal, state or municipal tax liens, civil judgments and 

foreclosures. The presence o f a  DPR on a credit file also has significam impact on future loss performance. 
This should come as no surprise, as this variable is the one that has been utilized in the personat lines 
industry for the longest time and is the most widely accepted. 
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Earned Incurred Loss Relative Fitted 
DPR Premium Loss Ratio Loss Ratio Relative LR 

None $ 358.6 $ 264.7 73.8% 0.97 1.04 
I 22.4 21.6 96.5% 1.27 I. 18 
2 7.1 7.4 104.2% 1.37 1.33 
3 or more 5.9 6.7 114.1% 1.50 1.54 

Linear regression on number of  DPR vs. relative loss ratio generated an R 2 value of  0.95. The loss ratio tbr 
all DPR that had an outstanding liability on the file o f  greater than $0 is 102.2%, (relativity = 1.34) and 
premium volume of  $3 I .I .  Although many will not be surprised that there is a correlation with this 
variable, the size of  the difference in loss ratio may confirm the underlying reason for its historic use. 

3 Collection Records 
A collection record is generated when responsibility for collecting a delinqucm account (or trade 

line as they are generally referred) is transferred to a collection agency In general, this occurs when a 
delinquency is more than 120 days past due. Collection records can, however, occur for delinquencies that 
are not associated with a trade line, i.e., in the case of  a utility bill. 

Earned Incurred Loss Relative Fitted 
Collections Premium Loss Ratio Loss Ratio Relative LR 

0 $ 364.6 $ 270. I 74. I% 0.97 1.05 
I 19.0 18.5 97.5% t.28 1.21 
2 5.5 6.0 108.4% 1.42 I 37 

3 or more 5.0 5.9 I 18.6% 1.56 1.61 

R z value for the regression of  number of  collections vs. relative loss ratio is 0.96. The loss ratio for any 
collections with outstanding liability greater than S0 is 107.6% with a premium volume of  $22.3. The 
results for this variable are very similar to those for DPR. Although there is increasing loss ratio for 
increasing number ofcollections, the largest jump in loss ratio occurs between 0 and I. 

4. Status of  Trade Lines 
Each trade line is given a rating based on its current status. A rating of  0 indicates no inlbrmation 

is avatlable, while a rating of  I indicates that the most recent payment made was as agreed, or no more than 
30 days past the payment due date. Status codes 2-5 are used to indicated trade lines ,.','here the most recent 
payment made was 30-59, 60-89, 90-119, or over 120 days past due. respectively. Codes 7-9 are used to 
denote such situations as accounts which are being paid under a wage earner plan, are in repossession, have 
been written o f fas  bad debt. and others. 

Earned Incurred Loss Relative 
Condition Premium Loss Ratio Loss Ratio 

All trade lines not rated 2-5 $ 314.8 $ 227.3 72.2% 0.95 
At least I trade line rated 2-5 79.2 73. I 92.3% 1.21 

Earned Incurred Loss Relative 
Condition Premium Loss Ratio Loss Ratio 

All trade lines not rated 7, 8 or 9 $ 334.1 $ 240.8 72. I% 0.95 
I or more trade line rated 7, 8, or 9 59.8 59.6 99.6% 1.31 
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If these two types of  ratings are viewed exclusively, the following results are obtained: 

All trade lines rated 1 $ 286.7 $ 198.8 69.3% 0.91 
I or more rated 2-5, none 7-9 47.5 42.1 88.6% 1.16 
I or more rated 7-9, none 2-5 28.1 28.5 101.5% 1.33 
I or more of  each type 31.7 31.0 97.8% 1.28 

When combining both types of  trade line status, Note the difference between this variable and APD: APD 
refers to amounts that are currently delinquent, whereas status refers to the account evaluation based on the 
most recent payment made. 

5. Age of  Oldest Trade Line 
This variable measures the time between the report date and the oldest date that any trade line was 

opened. Trade lines include more than just revolving-type accounts; home improvement loans, installment 
loans, ear loans and mortgages are also considered trade lines. The years listed in the following table reflect 
the fact that the database involved policies written in 1993. 

Year of  Opening/ Earned Incurred Loss Relative Fitted Loss 
Age of  Oldest Line Premium Loss Ratio Loss Ratio Ratio Relativity 

1963 & Prior (30+ yrs) $ 9.6 $ 6.4 66.4% 0.87 0.79 
1964-1968 (25-29 yrs) 24.4 14.7 60.2% 0.79 0.85 
1969-1973 (20-24 yrs) 41.0 29.4 71.8% 0.94 0.91 
1974-1978 (15-19 yrs) 68.3 48.9 71.5% 0.94 0.97 
1979-1983 (10-14 yrs) 82.9 60.5 73.0% 0.96 1.03 
1984 (9 years) 26.5 20.2 76.2% 1.00 1.07 
1985 (8 years) 26.4 20.6 78.2% 1.03 1.08 
1986 (7 years) 23.2 19.3 82.9% 1.09 1.09 
1987 (6 years) 21.2 19.8 93.3% 1.22 1.10 
1988 (5 years) 18.9 15.9 84.2% 1.10 1.11 
1989 (4 years) 16.5 12.8 77.6% 1.02 1.13 
1990 (3 years) 14.0 12.2 87.2% 1.14 1.14 
1991 (2 years) 10.4 9.6 92.5% 1.21 1.15 
1992 (I year) 10.7 10.2 95.0% 1.25 1.16 

The t-statistic for the dataset is (5.86); the t-stat for the 99.5% significance level for 12 degrees of  freedom 
is (3.06), thus the null hypothesis that the slope of  the regression is zero is rejected at the 99.5% confidence 
level. The linear regression on years since opening and relative loss ratio generated an R 2 value of  0.86. 
Here is a correlation that has drawn skepticism: are these results arising merely from the age of  the insured, 
rather than the age of  the oldest trade line? This question will be answered in the multivariate section using 
driver age data, but one can nevertheless deduce that if younger drivers are responsible for the poorer loss 
results in the lower section of  this table, then the same results should be found in the class experience for 
those ages. This is not true for policies in this dataset, nor is it true for the insurance industry as a whole. 

6. Non-Promotional Inquiry Count 
A strong relationship was also found between toss ratio and non-promotional inquiry count. An 

inquiry is posted to an individual's credit history file any time that file is reviewed. Many such inquiries are 
made for direct mail marketing campaigns, which are not requested by the insured, These inquiries are 
excluded from consideration, and only those that arise from the activities and requests of  the insured are 
included. Federal law prohibits the maintenance of  inquiry records for longer than 24 months, at which 
point they are purged by the credit bureaus. 
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Number of  Earned Incurred Loss Relative Fitted Loss 
Inquiries Premium Loss Ratio Loss Ratio Ratio Relativity 

0 $ 130.9 $ 92.9 71.0% 0.93 0.92 
1 82.7 58.4 70.6% 0.93 0.96 
2 55.1 40.9 74.2% 0.97 0.99 
3 37.4 28.8 77.0% 1.01 1.03 
4 24.9 20.8 83.4% 1.09 1.07 
5 17.5 15.2 87.0% 1.14 1.11 
6 12.0 9.7 80.6% 1.06 1.15 
7 8.7 7.9 90.8% 1.19 I. 18 
8 6.0 5.3 87.7% I. 15 1.22 
9 4.4 4.8 I 10.0% 1.44 1.26 

l0 3.2 3.2 100. I% 1.31 1.30 
I 1-15 7.6 8.2 108.6% 1.42 1.41 

16 or more 3.7 4.4 117.5% 1.54 1.60 

The t-statistic is 9.51 ; the t-statistic for I 1 degrees of  freedom for the 99.5% significance level is 3. I 1. The 
correlation coefficient for the regression is 0.94. Once again, a single characteristic from an individual 's 
financial management history has a surprisingly large and consistent impact on loss ratio, even in the 
smaller premium volume cells. 

7. Leverage Ratio on Revolving-Type Accounts 

This variable is calculated as the ratio of  the sum of  all revolving debt to the sum of  all revolving 
account limits. Trade lines such as mo~gages  and installment loans are excluded due to the difference in 
the nature of  such accounts. Since leverage ratio is a continuous-type variable, it was difficult to determine 
how to define data bins. 

When the data was initially reviewed, it was found that the loss ratio relativity for leverage ratio = 
0% was 1.04, while the relativities for leverage ratios below 10% were in the 0.75-0.90 range, and 
subsequently rose as leverage ratio increased. This anomaly occurred due to the fact that records with limits 
of  $0 caused a zero divide, and were given a default leverage value of  0%. Therefore, the table displays a 
more detailed breakdown of  records with 0% leverage, due to the marked difference that was evident in loss 
ratio impact where limits were low or zero. 

Leverage Revolving Earned Incurred Loss Relative Fitted Loss 
Ratio Limits Premium Loss Ratio Loss Ratio Ratio Relativity 

0% 50 $ 20.3 $ 20.0 98.4% 1.29 
0% 5 I - 499 8.6 8.0 93.0% 1.22 
0% 5500 or more 35.8 23.2 64.9% 0.85 0.84 

I- 10% 91.6 58.9 64.3% 0.84 0.85 
I 1-39% 91.6 65.0 70.9% 0.93 0.92 
40-60% 41.8 31.5 75.2% 0.99 1.0 I 
61 +80% 30.5 24.8 81.2% 1.07 1.08 
81-100% 24.6 21.7 88.1% 1.16 1.14 
I 01% or more 49.0 47.3 96.6% 1.27 1.26 

T-statistic for this dataset (excluding the low-limit, 0% leverage group) is 26.3, using weighted means of  the 
leverage ratio ranges. The 99.5% confidence t-stat is 4.03. The R 2 value is 0.996. The practice of  some 
insurance companies of  utilizing the characteristic 'possession of  a major credit card'  as an underwriting 
criteria for company placement seems justifiable when the top segment of  this table is considered. This 
depends of  course on the average rate level of  the writing company. 
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8. Revolving Account Limits 

This variable is the denominator in the calculation of leverage ratio discussed previously. It is the 
sum of  credit limits for all revolving4ype trade lines on the report for a given individuak 

Revolving Earned Incurred Loss Relative 
Limits Premium Loss Ratio Loss Ratio 

$0 $ 41.5 $ 39.4 95% 1,25 
$1 - $500 . 9.8 8.6 88 1.15 
501 - 1000 13.0 12.5 96 1,26 

1001-1500 12.0 10.3 86 1,13 
1501-2000 I 1.2 10.8 96 1,26 
2001-2500 10,0 8.1 81 1,06 
2501-3500 18.8 15.3 81 1,07 
3501-5000 26.0 20.6 79 1,04 
5001-7500 36.2 28.2 78 1,02 
7501- ~0 K 31.4 24,5 78 1,02 
1 0 -  15 K 50,8 34.8 69 0,90 
15 - 20 K 37.7 24.0 64 0,83 
20 - 25 K 27.6 19.0 69 0,9t 
25 - 30 K 18,7 12.9 69 0,91 
30 - 40 K 22.0 13.5 61 0.80 
40 - 50 K 10.9 7.3 67 0.88 

50 K "~" 16.4 t 0 7  65 0 85 

Correlation coefficient for this regression is (0.78), using midpoints of  the limit ranges. The first 
conclusion that could be drawn is that this correlation only duplicates the one already discussed in the 
leverage ratio section. This will be addressed in the multivariate section. Another conclusion that has been 
drawn is that this variable is directly correlated to personal }ncome, and use o f  revolving limits in any 
unde~vriung or rating program is discriminatory towards lower income individuals (disparate impact). This 
may or may not be true; the data does not contain income informal}on. It would be erroneous however, to 
assume that all people with low revolving limits are also low-income. Many people choose not to use 
credit', others may have substantial income but low revolving limits due to the fact that they cannot obtain 
such credit lines based on their past bill payment performance. 

Many other individual variables were reviewed from the credit file. Some exhibited correlation to 
loss ratio at various significance levels, others had no such correlation. Those displayed thus far, however, 
show a systematic predictive power that requires explanation and understanding. 

C a u s a l i t y  

Explanation o f  these correlations, for the most part, cannot be found in the data assembled for this 
research. I would be remiss, however, i l l  did not at [east attempt to set down those arguments which could 
be made suggesting reasonable causal links between an individual's bill paying history and expected loss 
experience for insured losses under a private passenger auto insurance policy. 

Before listing such argumems, it is first appropriate to review the Actuarial Standards of Practice 
#12, entitled "Concerning Risk Classification", The relevant section is 5.2, which states the tbllowing: 

5.2 Causality - Risk ela,~ification systems provide a framework of information which can be 
used to understand and project future costs. If a cause-and-effect relationship can be 
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established, this tends to boost confidence that such information is useful in projecting future 
costs, and may produce some stability of results. 

However .  in financial  securi ty sys t ems ,  i! is often intpossible or  imprac t ica l  to p r o v e  
statistically any postulated cause-and-effect  relationship.  Causal i ty  cannot ,  therefore,  be 
made a requi rement  for risk classification systems. 

Often,  the term " 'causali ty" is no! used in a r igorous  sense of  cause and effect,  but in a 
general  sense, implying the existence of  a plausible relat ionship between the character is t ics  
of a class and the hazard  for which financial secur i ty  is provided.  For  example,  living in a 
r iver  valley would not by itself cause a flood insurance claim, but it does bear  a reasonable 
relat ionship to the hazard  insured against ,  and thus would be a reasonable  basis for 
classification. 

Risk classification character is t ics  should be neither obscure nor  i r re levant  to the protection 
provided,  but the)' need not exhibit a cause-and-effect  relationship.  

Clearly. tile operative word in this Standard of  Practice is irrelevant, as the historical data in question is not 
obscure. Therefore. arguments must be put forth which, despite being speculative, arc reasonable 
statenlents lhat a reasonable person would find relevant. 

Why would an individual who has current or past difficulties with meeting financial obligations be 
expected to have above-average cosls to an auto insurer? Since there is an administrative expense 
associated kvith tile processing of  insurance premiums and related transactions, it can be argued thai 
subsequent lapses in the individual's paymcm histo D' is a direct cost to the insurer. This cost would fall 
under the category oFcxpcnses, however. The focus here is loss cosls. 

:~ [liilll(.'HCl;lce 
The argument has already been made, and often, that auto insurers' underwriting practices are 

created for risk selection, and one characteristic that is viewed as favorable for selection is described in 
various quarters as "'stability" or "'responsibility". FFew. however, could give an objective definition of  how 
one could measure such a characteristic, but historically many customer characteristics have been utilized as 
an assanllcd proxy for Ibis nebulous attribute, such as home ownership, marital status, number of  vehicles, 
coverage and limits selected, etc. II is entirely possible that a person's current and historical management 
of debt is another indicator that could be utilized to identify this quality. I ra  persou manages their financial 
aft'airs responsibly such that debts are paid on time, they may also take the same approach to the 
maintenance of  other aspects o f  their lives, including their automobile. A vehicle kept in good working 
order and condition is less likely to be involved in an accident than one that is not, all other things being 
equal. Such an individual may also take greater care in operating that vehicle. 

.~ lurale t.lu=ard 
"file CPCU textbook "'Personal Insurance" defines morale hazard in the follo~,,ing way: 

Morale  hazard  is a condition that exists wheo a person is less careful  because of  the 
cxisteuce Of insurance.  Morale  hazard  does not involve an intent to cause or  exaggera te  a 
loss. Instead,  tile insured becomes careless about potential losses because insurance  is 
available.  Leaving the keys in an unlocked ear  or  al lowing fire hazards  to remain  
uncorrected are  examples of morale  hazard.  Morale  hazard  results in addit ional  losses that 
dr ive up the cost of  insurance because of injur ies  and d a m a g e  that could have been 
prevented ."  

The previous discussion of  responsibility could lead to the argument that individuals who are careless hi the 
management of  finances also present a morale hazard in the area of  automobile insurance. 
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Claims Consciousness 
An insurer's loss experience measures dollars o f  loss which are paid on claims that are filed. The 

number of  claims filed is less than the number of  accidents that actually occur. Consider two risks that are 
identical in all ways (from an insurer's perspective) except for the fact that one manages their financial 
affairs much beuer than the other does. The risk who has a troubled financial history and condition is much 
more likely to be in debt and to a larger degree; the need for capital to satisfy financial obligations has a 
bearing on decisions made in many areas of  his/her life. Suppose for example, that these two risks are both 
involved in an auto accident, involving no injuries, but causing property damage to their own vehicles 
which is some nominal amount (say, $100) more than the deductible. The risk whose financial condition is 
more sound has a disincentive to file the claim. It may impact his/her rates at the next renewal; the time and 
effort involved may not be even worth the compensation obtained. The risk with the poorer record of  
financial management has a greater incentive to file the claim and obtain the compensation, as it has greater 
value to that individual. 

Fraud: Increased Severities 
Continuing with these same two risks, consider now the situation in which the damage to property 

was much greater than the deductible; the vehicles each sustained damage measuring in the thousands of  
dollars. If  an auto repair technician suggested a relatively easy way of  recouping the deductible for the 
insured, or the benefits o f  padding the repair costs, the individual under the greater financial pressure would 
be more susceptible to acquiesce. This does not, however, imply that risks with poor bill-paying histories 
have any less integrity than other risks. Some people would never commit fraud on any level; others would 
do so with no need for provocation or encouragement; still others could be convinced to do so only under 
the proper conditions. This argument only implies that any individual who couldbe induced to participate 
in this level o f  fraud would be more likely to do so i f  they were under financial pressure from other sources. 

Fraud Increased Frequencies 
The presence of  severe financial pressure could also produce claims that would not have existed 

otherwise. There is some segment of  the population that either does or could view the insurance mechanism 
as a financial opportunity. Fraudulent claims in the form of  staged accidents, phantom claimants, phantom 
vehicles or arson arc a way that an individual can extract funds from the insurance mechanism. Once again, 
this argument does not imply anything about the integrity of  a risk with poor bill-paying history. What it 
does assert is that an individual with severe financial pressure could look to all possible sources of  funds to 
alleviate that pressure. Therefore, any individual who was capable of  committing this type of  fraud is more 
likely to do so given the existence of  that financial pressure compared to the absence of  it. 

SIress 
The assumption is made here that individuals who are under financial pressure from debt exist 

under a greater level o f  stress than average. This stress could exist from the associated worries over future 
impact o f  financial condition. Individuals under such stress may be less focused on proper operation of  a 
motor vehicle and make them more susceptible to accidents resulting from chance occurrences or 
distraction. It would be useful if  there were some other condition which could produce this same level of  
stress, for which loss data was available, to strengthen the argument. A few currently coded customer 
characteristics could be considered candidates. One such variable is number of  children under the age of  
16. One must first make the assumption that risks with three or more children under the age of  16 have a 
higher level o f  stress than average. Whether or not one agrees with that probably depends on whether or 
not they are a parent! In any case, the loss ratio for such risks reviewed in a 1993 research study was over 
20 points higher than average. Another possible variable candidate could be self-employed risks. The 
added responsibilities and worries of  a small business owner could imply that their level o f  stress is higher 
than average. From that same 1993 study, self-employed risks had a loss ratio which was roughly 15% 
higher than average. 

It is important to make note that this list is not suggested as a menu from which to select the one 
correct answer. It is likely that the impact on losses of  financial management history is a cumulative impact 
o f  some or all o f  these situations, as well as others not listed here. 
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M u l t i v a r i a t e  A n a l y s i s :  U n d e r w r i t i n g  C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  

There have been many assertions made, in the absence of data, about this relationship between loss 
experience and credit history. The following comes from the NAIC's "Credit Reports and Insurance 
Underwriting", dated December 14, 1996: 

"There still is insufficient data to prove to all regulators' satisfaction whether  credit 
history ... are or are not valid indicators .. .  independent multivariate analysis, a statistical 
method some regulators view as necessary,  has not been performed." (p. 15) "Some 
regulators suggest that an unbiased and reasonably precise multivariate analysis is necessary 
to determine the actual rating factor. . . .  They ask whether  a person's credit history is truly 
correlated with future loss experience or whether  it is a spurious correlation?" (p. 17) 

It is beyond the scope ofthis paper to determine whether or not the loss ratio method is appropriate to 
analyze this particular database. This method is questioned in the aforementioned NAIC report; the 
assertion is made that small errors in pricing for a number of rating factors could add up to a fairly 
significant overall pricing error, making loss ratios a biased measure. For purposes here, it is assumed that 
differences in relative loss ratio are due to differences in expected average loss costs after adjustments for 
individual premiums, and that this method is a reasonable way of measuring such differences when 
reviewing more than one variable simultaneously. 

The utilization of the factors discussed earlier when performing multivariate queries tended to 
produce premium volumes in the individual cells which were smaller than desired for credible results. 
Strict credibility adjustments could not be performed, due to the fact that a) claim counts were not contained 
in the data and b) the premium and loss on each record arose from all coverages combined. In order to 
generate larger premium volumes, the credit variables were combined into four mutually exclusive profiles. 
These profiles were designed to achieve significant loss ratio differences and significant premium volumes 
described by each. Group A is defined by those characteristics producing the highest toss ratio, i.e., 
derogatory public records, collection records and large amounts past due. Group D is defined by those 
characteristics producing the lowest loss ratio, i.e. low leverage ratio, high age of oldest trade line, good 
account ratings, etc. The precise definitions ofthe four groups are contained in the appendix. These 
profiles will be used in this multivariate section for the sake of simplicity and brevity. Each individual 
credit characteristic was reviewed in conjunction with the underwriting and rating variables described 
herein. The variables discussed here are a sampling of all those reviewed; they were selected based on 
assumed relevance. The overall performance of these four profiles is as follows: 

Earned Incurred Loss Loss Ratio 
Group Premium Loss Ratio Relativity 

A $ 74,279 75,333 101.4% 1.33 
B 158,922 124,723 78.5% 1.03 
C 69,043 47,681 69.1% 0.91 
D 91,746 52,688 57.4% 0.75 

Prior Driving Record 
The loss performance of various prior driving record combinations is influenced by two significant 

factors: the underwriting practices of a given company and the experience modification system utilized in 
rating. Earned premium and incurred loss were aggregated for risks based on their prior accident and 
violation activity (in the three year period before they were originally written) and based on credit category 
(A-D): 
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Prior Driving Group A Group B Group C Group D All Groups 
Record Prem LR Prem LR Prem LR Prem LR Prem LR 

No incidents 28.4 93% 66.0 71% 30.7 64% 45.8 53% 170.9 68.6% 
I minor" 8.0 94% 17.3 68% 7.5 68% 8.4 50% 41.2 69.4% 
I at-fauh accident 3.7 101% 7.7 74% 4.1 68% 5.9 65% 21.4 75.2% 
I non-fault acc. 6.6 109% 14.8 81% 7.3 70% 9.9 70% 38.7 80.7% 
2 minors" 2.5 86% 6.0 59% 1.9 41% 2.4 43% 12.8 58.7% 
2 incidents (any) 6.5 108% 13.5 96% 6.6 82% 7.9 64% 34.4 88.2% 
All other (more 1 8 . 6  114% 33.7 95% [0.8 83% I 1.5 66% 74.6 93.1% 
Than 2 incidents) " minor refers to a minor moving violation 

The favorable overall performance of the category '2 minor moving violations' can be attributed to both 
underwriting practice and experience modification surcharge system of the company from which this data 
was obtained. Ofnote here is the marked consistency of the loss ratio relationships across credit groups, 
regardless of prior driving record. Loss ratio relativities, calculated relative to each driving record sub- 
group, display this consistency: 

Group A B C D All Groups 
No incidents 
I minor moving violation 
I at-fault accident 
I non-fault accident 
2 minor moving violations 
2 incidents of any kind 
All other (> 2 incidents) 
Total 

1.36 1.04 0.93 0.77 1.00 
1.36 0.98 0.98 0.72 1.00 
1.35 0.99 0.90 0.87 1.00 
1.35 1.00 0.87 0.86 1.00 
1.47 1.01 0.69 0.74 1.00 
1.23 1.08 0.93 0.73 1.00 
1.22 1.01 0.89 0.70 1.00 
1.33 1.03 0.91 0.75 

Of particular note in this table is the wide difference in performance between clean driving record/poor 
credit history risks (93%) vs. poor driving record/good credit history risks (66%). 

Age o f  Driver 
It could be argued that the loss experience for poorer credit history risks is influenced by driver 

age distribution. Ira disproportionate percentage of young drivers are contained in Group A. then credit 
history is merely substituting for age. However, as stated earlier, this would only be true if loss experience 
for younger drivers was adverse, which is not the ease. There is a distributional difference in the four 
groups by age, but the loss experience relationships across credit groups is again robust: 

Age of A B C D 
Driver I Prem LR Prem LR Prem LR Prem LR 

Total 
Prem LR 

<25 $ 3,8 121% $23.6 75% $ 1.4 51% $1.9 53% 
25-34 21.1 103% 55.8 79% 22.6 66% 8 9 63% 
35-39 13.0 100% 21 8 81% 12.9 65% 13.0 54% 
40-44 12.4 109% 18.5 82% 10.4 76% 15.6 52% 
45-49 9.8 93% 14.6 83% 8.2 .76% 14.8 58% 
50-59 9.2 97% 14.4 78% 7.9 68% 16.5 53% 

60+ 3.8 110% 8.3 75% 4.9 81% 20.0 67% 

$ 30.8 78% 
108.4 80% 
60.7 76% 
57.0 79% 
47.4 76% 
48.0 71% 
37.1 75% 

Some of the individual cells in this table have significantly lower premium volumes than prior tables; they 
are shown nonetheless for completeness. Clearly, age of driver is not the cause of the poor loss experience 
in Group A. 
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Age of driver was also reviewed in conjunction with many of the individual credit variables. For 
example, the following is the cross-hatching of  relative loss ratios for age of  driver and non-promotional 
inquiry count: 

Inquiry A g e  o f  D r i v e r  I 
Count Under 30 30-39 40-49 50-59 60+ Total 

0-3 1.01 0.95 0.95 0.87 0.92 0.95 
4-7 1.09 1.07 1.18 1.06 1.38 1.12 
8+15 1.22 1.34 1.32 1.43 1.69 1.33 
16 ~ 1.48 1.88 1.25 1.56 

(values are not shown for cells with premium volume less than $ 0.5 M) 

The variable age of  oldest trade line, reviewed earlier, could have a relationship to losses that is 
dependent upon age of  operator. When these two variables were combined, the impact exhibited 
independence: 
AgeofOIdes t  A g e  o f  D r i v e r  I 
Trade Line 26-30 31-35 36-40 41-45 46-50 51-55 56-60 6O+ Total 

< 7 years 1.15 1.23 1.19 1.43 1.25 1.19 1.44 1.15 1.15 
7-9 )'ears I 02 1.03 1.01 1.20 0.96 1.07 0.87 0.92 1.05 
10+ years 0.90 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.87 0.89 0.98 0.93 

Classical Underwriting Profile 
Historically, the underwriting function has identified and selected for various combinations of  

characteristics. "['he risk groups exhibiled lower than average frequency of  loss, which in the absence of  
premium adjustments, produced more profitabIe results. One such profile is the married, mu[ticar, 
honneow~er risk v,'itb clean driving record. In an effort to produce a favorable loss ratio within Group A, 
this characteristic was evaluated: 

Married multicar homeowner All risks NOT married multicar homeowner 
Group Clean Driving Record All otherClean Driving Record All other 

A $ 10.2 97% 10.6 102% $ 27.8 92% $ 25.6 113% 
B 22.3 77% 20.2 85% 62.9 69% 53.4 88% 
C 14.5 76% 13,5 76% 24.4 58% 16.7 74% 
D 20.2 57% 16.0 58% 34.4 50% 21.2 70% 

Total 67.3 74% 60.3 79% 149.5 67% 116.9 88% 

Again. it is important to keep in mind that these results are heavily influenced by underwriting practice a t  
the time of  writing by a given company; this can influence column totals. The underwriting function, 
however, had no knowledge of  the informatmn that defines credit groups A-D. and the relationships across 
these groups are again consistent. 

Rating Territory 
A key concern voiced by regulators in at least a handful of  states is the potentially disparate impact 

that the utilization of  credit history in underwriting or rating could have on lower income urban risks. This 
paper will not address whether or not income levels in urban areas are in fact lower than suburban or rural 
areas. The issue of  rating territory, however, was analyzed. Although rating territory was not a variable in 
the original database, subsequent state profiles were developed for inforce policies in order to determine 
distribution of  risks by credit characteristics (again using the Groups A through D) in a sampling of  states. 
The exposure distribution shown below exhibited no clear-cut disparate impact on urban territories when 
compared to non-urban territories: 
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Exposure Distribution Group 
State Type A B C D 

Connecticut Urban 14% 32% 12% 42% 
All Other 13 29 13 46 
Total CT 13 30 12 45 

New York New York City 10 26 8 55 
Other urban 14 23 I I 52 
All other 13 25 13 49 
Total NY 13 25 12 50 

Ohio Urban 14 20 12 54 
All other 10 19 16 54 
Total OH I 1 20 15 54 

Data is also available for many other underwriting characteristics, including number of vehicles, 
number of drivers, residence type, residence stability, job stability, prior insurance type, gender, marital 
status and many others. These characteristics were also queried against the individual credit variables, in 
addition to queries run against the four groups utilized above. The results were very similar. There were no 
variables that produced even roughly uniform results across the credit characteristics. 

Multivariate Analysis: Credit Characteristics 
Another group of variables that was analyzed is credit characteristics in combination with other 

credit characteristics. This is necessary to ensure that no dependencies or cross-correlations exist within 
these characteristics. As with the other analyses, this group contains many cross combinations that were 
reviewed; only a sampling will be discussed here. 

Leverage and Revolving Limits 
It was noted in single variable section that leverage ratio could be duplicating the impact of 

revolving account limits. When reviewing the numerator of leverage, revolving balances, it was found that 
there was virtually no relationship between that variable and loss ratio (R: value of 0.04). The array of loss 
ratio relativities (for all cells with premium greater than $ 0.5 M) for leverage ratio versus revolving limits 
shows the independence of their impacts: 

L e v e r a g e  R a t i o s  
Revolv. Selected 0% 0-50% 50-75% 75-100 100% + Correl. 
Limits Midpoint 0.00 0.25 0.625 0.875 1.20 All Coefficient 

$ 0 0 1.27 1.25 1.18 1.25 
1-999 500 1.02 t.01 1.35 1.38 1.34 1.21 0.87 
IK-3K 2000 0.96 I .II  1.15 1.23 1.33 1.16 0.97 
3K-5K 4000 0.78 0.99 1.04 1.19 1.34 1.05 0.98 
5K-10K 7500 0.77 0.95 I.I I 1.13 1.25 1.01 0.97 
10K-25K 17500 0.78 0.83 1.09 1.07 1.07 0.88 0.88 
25K + 35000 0.65 0.85 0.87 0.95 0.98 0.86 0.92 
Total All 1.08 0.89 1.07 1.16 1.24 1.00 0.74 
Correl Coefficient -0.72 -0.74 -0.80 -0.90 -0.86 -0.87 

Note the consistency of the coefficients in both directions. This would not exist ifone variable simply 
proxled for the other. In more general terms, risks wi[h high leverage ratios have poorer loss performance 
than those with lower leverage ratios, regardless of limits: risks with low revolving limits have poorer loss 
performance than those with higher limits, regardless of leverage ratio. 
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Derogatory Public Records and Collections 
Given the similarity o f  the distribution and loss results of  these two characteristics, it might be 

expected that there is overlap between the two, i.e., individuals that exhibit one type o f  record commonly 
exhibit the other. This did not turn out to be the case: 

Earned Loss Loss Ratio 
DPR Collections Premim Ratio Relativity 

0 0 $ 339.2 72% 0.95 
0 I 17.2 94% 1.23 
1 0 13.7 9 6 %  1.25 

Total lany 30.9 95% 1.24 
0 2 4.8 93% 1.22 
I I 3.1 88% 1.15 
2 0 3.4 107% 1.41 

Total 2 any 11.2 96% 1.26 
Total 3 or more 12.6 117% 1.53 

Each variable produced poor loss results regardless of  whether or not the other variable was present. Both 
variables also had significant distributional volume. 

Leverage Ratio and Inquiry Count 

If the basis for the relationship between credit history and loss performance can be attributed to a 
more general characteristic, one might refer to that characteristic as financial stress, distress or duress. 
Since leverage ratio and high inquiry count can be expected to occur under such situations, it is reasonable 
to assume that there may be some overlap between these two variables also. As with the other multivariate 
combinations that are reviewed, it is important to keep in mind the distinction between distributional 
imbalance and loss ratio imbalance. In the driver age vs. credit group (A-D) table, there is a clear 
distributional imbalance, with older drivers being disproportionately represented in the best performing 
credit group. The loss ratio impact, however, remains consistent across credit groups and is not offset by 
the inclusion of  age. This is also true to a lesser degree in the table of  loss ratio relativities below: risks 
with higher leverage ratios are disproportionately represented in the higher inquiry count groupings, but the 
two-way impact on loss ratio remains: 

Limits: <500 >500 Leverage Ratio 
Inquiries 0% 0% 1-50% 50-75% 75-100% 100%+ Total 

0 1.25 0.74 0.86 0.94 1.01 1.04 0.93 
I-3 1.27 0.87 0.86 1.03 1.05 1.26 0.96 
4-6 1.23 1.12 0.95 1.21 1.57 1.30 1.10 
7-10 1.24 1.20 1.36 1.22 1.35 1.25 

I I+ 1.18 1.28 1.54 1.99 1.46 
Total 1.26 0.85 0.89 1.07 I. 16 1.24 1.00 

Trade Line Counts and Status 

In addition to searching for variables that duplicated loss ratio impact within the credit 
characteristics, bivariate tables were reviewed to determine if some variables partially mitigated those 
impacts. For example, trade line status showed a strong impact earlier. One could argue that the impact of  
any trade line not rated I would diminish as the total number of  trade lines increases. That is, if just one 
trade line is not in good standing, should that not have less significance for a risk with many trade lines, 
compared to one with only a few? The following table reveals that this appears not to be true generally: 
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Total Total Rated Earned Loss Loss Ratio 
Trade Lines 2 through 9 Premium Ratio Relativity 

I 0 $ 12.9 78% 1.02 
>0 3.3 116% 1.52 

2 0 9.7 88% I. 15 
>0 6.2 103% 1.34 

3 0 9.0 72°.4 0.94 
>0 8.1 93% 1.22 

4 0 13.2 68°.4 0.89 
>0 5.1 90% 1.18 

5 0 13.8 69% 0.91 
I 2.3 101% 1.32 

2 or more 3.0 104% 1.37 
6 0 14.3 72% 0.94 

1 2.3 94% 1.23 
2 or more 3. I 117*/0 1.54 

7-8 0 31.4 67% 0.88 
I 4.7 96% 1.26  
2 2.4 103% 1.36 

3 or more 4.3 105./o 1.38 
9- I 0 0 31.4 66*/0 0.87 

I 4.6 101% 1.33 
2-3 3.7 95% 1.25 
4-6 2.5 88% I. 16 
or more 0.5 134% 1.76 

I 1-15 0 67.7 66*/° 0.86 
I 9.9 76% 0.99 

2-3 7.2 91% 1.19 
4-6 5.2 88% I. 15 
or more 2.3 106% 1.39 

16 or more 0 75.6 69% 0.9 I 
I 13.5 89% 1.16 

2-3 8.5 82*/o 1.07 
4-6 5.5 99*/o 1.29 
or more 6.3 97% 1.27 

Derogatory Public Records and Collections: Age and Amount 

Another area of  concern for both regulators and the insurance industry is the severity of  a given 
event and its age. It is common practice for other variables, such as prior claims, to be evaluated differently 
based on their severity or amount paid. Thresholds are established to determine whether or not experience 
modification surcharges should apply in such cases. The age of  a claim is also an important consideration 
in making underwriting decisions for private passenger auto applications. This concept is being applied to 
credit characteristics as well, as insurance companies apply different criteria to both age and amount when it 
comes to such items as DPRs and collections. The most commonly used vendor scoring algorithm also 
applies lesser weights to older events. This research database unfortunately was not large enough to have 
sufficient premium volumes in all the sub-groups, but those that have substantial weight indicate that 
severity and age may not be nearly as relevant factors as the existance of  the record itself: 
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Event=Coll~'ction Loss Event=Derog.Pubhc Record Loss 
:\~e of  Event Premium Ratio Premium Ratio 
Within 12ntonths $ 5.8 110% $ 7.6 103% 
12-24 months 7.3 108% 7.5 93% 
24-36 rnontl~s 5.7 102% 6. I 107% 
36-48 nlonths 3.7 100% 4.7 106% 
48-60 months 2.9 90% 3.6 I I I% 
60-84 months 3.8 99% 5.9 92% 
No collection records 364.7 74% N o D P R  358.9 74% 

Event=Collection Loss Event=Derog. Public Record Loss 
Amounts Premium Ratio Premium Ratio 

S0 $371.7 74% $362.9 74% 
$ I - $49 3.6 98% 6.9 95% 

$50 - $99 3.7 102% 0.2 
$ 100 - $499 9.6 106% 4.4 99% 

$500 or more 5.4 ] 20% 19.6 106% 

Again. there were burldreds of  other combinations of variables reviewed and analyzed; these have 
been pro,.ided as a sample. What has arisen is a significant number of  variables witbin the credit history of  
an individual each of  which has independent influence on private passenger auto loss experience. Such an 
environmenl lends itself most readily to a scoring-type mechanism, as the variables can be assigned 
independent weights that can be accumulated for an overall impact estimate fi3r a given potential applicant. 
But the social and regulatory acceptability (or lack thereof) of  these relationships has made it such that 
univariate scoring models are not viewed as the ntosl I~vorable way of  treating this particular set ofdata.  

O t h e r  h n p a c t s :  R e t e n t i o n  
One of  the variables that was included in the research database was an indicator which designated 

.,dtether or no1 a policy '.','as still inforce at the end of  the experience period. December 31 '', 1995 (anywhere 
from 24 to 36 months since policy inception). The length of  time that an auto policy remains inforcc has a 
direct relationship to overall profitability, both from a loss and an expense standpoint. Characteristics that 
indicate better policy retention thcretbre indicate better expected experience over the lifetime of  the policy. 

The credit characteristics reviewed sho,.ved that in general, risks with better bill payment histories 
were retained at a higher rate than those with poorer bill paying histories. The reason for non-renewal was 
not available, there|bre policies could have been no longer active due to a variety of  reasons such as price 
shopping, underwriting cancellation, non-payment of  premium, or any other reason for which a policy can 
normally cease to be in|brce The Ibllowing table shows percentages ofpohcies  still inforce at the end of  
the experience period for various categories: 

Al l  policies 48% 

Policies with no collection records 49% 
One collection record 36% 
2 or more collections 30% 

No derogatoq,' public records 49% 
One DPR 38% 
Two or more DPR 33% 

Amour, ts Past Due = $0 52% 
$ I - $20 52% 
$21 - $100 40% 
$101 - $499 36% 
$500 or more 33% 

Number of  Inquiries = 0 5 I% 
I-3 inquiries 48% 
4-6 inquiries 44% 
7-10 inquiries 41% 
I I or more inquiries 33% 

Leverage = 0 ($0 limits) 33% 
=0 ($1-$500 limits) 39% 
= 0  ( limits > $500) 51% 

0% - 50% 53% 
50% - 75% 47% 
75% - 100% 44% 
100% or more 38% 
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It could appear as though the increase in losses and the deterioration of  retemion are two effects of  the same 
cause. This is not the case, however, as the loss ratio variation by, for example, number of  collections still 
exists within both subsets of  policies: those that remained inforce at the end of  the experience period and 
those that did not. The loss ratios for policies still inforee are 72%, 101% and 114% for risks with none, 
one, or two or more collections, respectively. The same values for policies that did not remain inforce 
throughout the experience period are 80%, 93% and 113% for risks with none, one, or two or more 
collections. This pattern is true for other variables as well. This is a second way in which credit history can 
*mpact loss experience. 

H omeowners  Line of Business  

A database was constructed to analyze the impact ofcredit  history on loss experience for the 
homeowners line of  business. The procedure was nearly identical to that described above for the auto line 
of  business, with the exception that the policies included were those originally written in policy years 1993 
and 1994. In addition to obtaining the credit data at the time the policy was written, similar data was . 
obtained on those same policies at later dates. This was done m an effort to determine what percentage of  
risks experience significant changes in their bill-paying profiles over time. Policies were not included in the 
study from other miscellaneous property lines such as renter, condominium, dwelling fire and landlord 
policies. 

There are some differences in the two datasets. This homeowners database contains $ t20  million 
in earned premium and has an overall loss ratio of  64. I%, excluding catastrophe losses. The loss ratio is 
79.2% with those catastrophe losses included. The experience period was extended to December 3 I, 1996 
for the policies originally written in 1994, making the experience period 36 months for both policy years. 
For the majority of  the writing period, 1/I/93 through 12/31/94, the company that wrote the policies did not 
use credit as an underwriting or rating tool. Approximately 10% of  the policies were written after such a 
program was implemented in the underwriting area. During the experience period, all policies inforce were 
re-underwritten using credit score. While no action was taken directly due to the score, some policies 
received condition and maintenance reyiews and had inspection reports ordered, if such reports were not 
ordered upon first issuance of  the policy. Also, rating territory was included in this database from the 
outset, 

There were striking similarities between the auto and home databases with regard to credit impact 
on loss experience. The most significant difference seemed to be that derogatory information on a credit 
report for a homeowners policy had a more severe impact on loss performance (Group A below). If 
premium and loss are aggregated according to the same Groups A through D as was done with the auto line 
of  business, the results are as follows, with the auto experience displayed again for comparison (premiums 
are in millions and loss ratios exclude catastrophes for homeowners): 

Hom~owne¥$ Auto 
Earned Loss Loss Ratio Earned Loss Loss Ratio 

Group Premium Ratio Relativity Premium Ratio Relativity 

A $ 17.6 111.7% 1.74 $ 74.3 101.4% 1.33 
B 41.4 66.5% 1.04 158.9 78.5% 1.03 
C I 1.9 54.5% 0.85 69.0 69. I% 0.91 
D 49. I 47.4% 0.74 9 ] .7 57.4% 0.75 

Total 120.0 64. I% 394.0 76.3% 

The similarities between the loss ratio relativities for these profiles lends credence to the assertion that the 
impact of  bill paying history on insured losses transcends line of  business, and is not a characteristic 
attributable only to property policies and claims associated with them. Note that there is a much larger 
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premium distribution in group D for homeowners, the best performing group. This could arise due to a 
variety of  reasons. The same derogatory characteristics that make up Group A are considered in a loan or 
mortgage application, so a homeowners policy applicant has already (at some point) undergone a screening 
process based on credit history. The company's  underwriting program during the experience period likely 
decreased the volume of group A policies in the cohort, increasing the proportional amount of  Group D. 

Individual Credit  Variables 

The review of  individual variables will not be discussed in depth here, as many of  the results were 
parallel with those obtained from the auto study. A handful of  examples will be displayed. Compare these 
with the tables for auto on pages 3 through 5. 

Amounts Past Due 

Earned Loss Relative 
APD Premium Ratio Loss Ratio 

$0 $ 106.7 58.9% 0.92 
$1 - $20 0.9 67.8% 1.06 

$21 - $100 2.1 69.20/0 1.08 
$101 -$500 3.5 100.0% 1.56 

$501 + 6.8 124.9% 1.95 

Collection Records 

Number of  Earned Loss Relative 
Collections Premium Ratio Loss Ratio 

0 $ 112.0 59.7% 0.93 
I 5.2 125.3% 1.95 
2+ 2.9 124.9°/, 1.97 

Derogatory Public Records 

Number of  Earned Loss 
DPRs Premium Ratio 

Relative 
Loss Razio 

0 $ 105.4 57.7% 0.90 
I 8.0 99.3% 1.55 
2 3.0 122.5% 1.91 
3+ 3.6 125.1% 1.95 

Age of Oldest Trade Line 

Age in Earned Loss 
Years Premium Ratio 

Relative 
Loss Ratio 

< I $ 2.3 115.8% 1.81 
2 - 3 3.0 68.7% 1.07 
4 - 5 5.1 70.9% 1. I I 
6 - 7 8.3 77.6% 1.2 I 
8-10 19.6 73.8% 1.15 
I 1-15 26.6 60.5% 0.94 
16-20 23.6 65.3% 1.02 
21 + 30.2 48.9% 0.76 
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Non-Promotional btquiry Count 

Number of  Earned Loss Relative 
Inquiries Premium Ratio Loss Ratio 

0 $ 82.2 60.4% 0.94 
I 19.5 59.5% 0.93 
2 8.1 65.9% 1.03 
3 4.1 84.2% 1.31 

4-6 4.3 96.8% 1.5 I 
7-10 1.3 106.7% 1.66 
I1+ 0.5 261.2% 4.07 

In nearly all characteristics reviewed, it was found that the range of  the variable.that was correlated with 
poorer loss experience produced more severe values for the homeowners line than for auto. The linear 
correlation coefficients for the above tables for loss ratio relativity were 0.95 for APD (0.78 for logarithm 
of  APD versus loss ratio relativity), 0.81 for collection records, -0.74 for age ofoldest  trade line and 0.93 
for non-promotional inquiry count. 

Mul t ivar ia te :  Underwrit ing and Credi t  Combinat ions  

As with the auto line of  business, queries were run to produce premium and loss data for various 
combinations of  risk characteristic and credit characteristic. For purposes of  credibility, the credit 
characteristics were grouped into the same profiles shown above, Groups A through D. A sampling of  those 
results are shown here. 

Prior Loss History 

At the time of  application, an effort is made to determine iflhere were prior losses filed on the 
residence. This information arose either from a property CLUE (Comprehensive Loss Underwriting 
Exchange) report or ffi-om the interview with the applicant. Note that the loss ratio across credit levels is 
not that much different for risks with prior losses compared to those risks with no such prior losses. This is 
due to a) underwriting practice of  the company writing the business and b) relatively less complete 
information in property CLUE than is present in the auto CLUE system and the state motor vehicle record 
histories combined. 

Credit 
Group 

A 
[] 

C 
D 

Total 

Risks with no prior losses Risks with at least I prior loss 
Earned Loss Relative Earned Loss Relative 
Premium Ratio Loss Ratio Premium Ratio Loss Ratio 

$ 15.6 111.2% 1.73 $ 1.9 115.5% 1.80 
37.7 66.7% 1.04 3.8 64.4% I.O0 
I I.O 56.2% 0.88 I.O 35.3% 0.55 
43.6 45.7% 0.71 5.5 61.0% 0.95 

$ 107.9 63.6% 0.99 $ 12.2 68.6% 1.07 
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7 b t r n  Class or Protection Class 

Loss experience in the form of loss ratio relativities for credit groups A through D are evaluated 
v¢ithin the various protection class designations and is shown below. Values are not shown for cells that 
possess a premium volume below $500,000. 

Protection C r e d i t  P r o f i l e  G r o u p  
Class A B C D Total 

I 1.30 0.68 0.65 0.77 
2 1.63 1.06 0.84 0.66 1.00 
3 2.15 1.20 0.92 0.77 1.14 
4 1.61 1.03 0.93 0.71 0.97 
5 1.95 0.92 0.72 0.83 1.00 
6 1.48 0.88 0.55 0.79 0.90 
7 0.63 0.42 0.42 0.79 
8 0.67 1.26 1.31 
9 1.72 0.48 0.97 
10 

l'oml 1.74 1.04 0.85 0.74 1.00 

[here  is much more fluctuation for individual cells for this dalaset compared to tile auto line due to both tile 
overall smaller premium volume and the greater volatility of  homeowners losses. The consistency across 
the profile groups is still quite evident for various protection classes, and the relalivities decrease 
monotonically wherever there is significant premium volume in the cells. 

Liabili O, Limits 
During the two-year period of  policy writing, the company ,.,,'rote an approximately equal 

proportion of  $100,000 and $300,000 liability limits on homeowners policies. A much smaller volume of 
premium ',','as ̀ 'vritten with other limits of  liability. The base premium ,.,,'as set based on the former limit, and 
the latter ',','as offered as additional optional coverage. 

Credit Profile 
Group 

Liability Limit = $ 1 0 0 , 0 0 0  Liability Limit = $ 3 0 0 , 0 0 0  

Earned Loss Relative Earned Loss Relative 
Premiuol Ratio Loss Ratio Prernium Ratio Loss Ratio 

A $ 9.7 115.5% 1.80 $ 6.4 100.3% 1.56 
B 20.4 63.3% 0.99 17.5 70.4% 1.10 
C 5.7 59.4% 0.93 5.2 48.4% 0.75 
D 21.1 50.9% 0.79 23.2 43.7% 0.68 

Total $ 56.9 67.2% 1.05 $ 52.2 60.1% 0.94 

Note the steady shift in distribmion of  premium between the two limits by group. The premium distribution 
ofthe $100,000 limit for the four groups (A through D) is 60%, 54%, 52% and 48%, respectively. Risks 
wLth poorer bill paying histories are more likely to choose the lower liability limit, even though the cost of  
this additional coverage was less than $10 in most cases. 
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Bill Mode 

The two most common forms of  payment of  homeowners insurance premiums are direct bill, in 
which the policyholder pays the premium directly, or mortgagee bill, where the financial institution which 
holds the note on the property pays the premium. 

Direct Bill Mortgagee Bill 
Credit Profile Earned Loss Relative Earned Loss Relative 
Group Premium Ratio Loss Ratio Premium Ratio Loss Ratio 

A $ 7.7 117.2% 1.83 $ 7.8 103.9% 1.62 
B 19.9 69.5% 1.08 17.4 62.6% 0.98 
C 5.3 56.7% 0.88 5.5 54.3% 0.85 
D 27.7 46.8% 0.73 15.2 48.2% 0.75 

Total $ 60.6 64.0% 1.00 $ 46.0 63.9% 1.00 

Rating Territory 

As with the auto line, premiums and losses were aggregated by rating territory by assigning 
characteristic definitions to each rating territory, designating each territory as urban, suburban or rural. This 
designation was done by eye, without any objective definition of  urban (such as population density); major 
urban areas were designated as such, satellite territories around urban areas and smaller population centers 
were referred to as suburban, and the remaining regions were called rural. Although there was liule 
credibility when this data was reviewed at the state level, there was sufficient volume when premiums were 
accumulated by territory type across states. The credit-defined groups showed consistent impact on losses 
within each group, and there were only slight distributional differences. Only the largest 12 states were 
included in this query; these states made up roughly two-thirds of  the premium volume of the entire sample. 

Urban Suburban Rural 
Credit Profile Earned Relative Earned Relative Earned Relative 
Group Premium Loss Ratio Premium Loss Ratio Premium Loss Ratio 

A $ 2.8 1.23 $ 7.3 1.99 $ 2.3 1.31 
B 7.0 1.07 18.6 1.02 5. I I. 14 
C 1.6 0.96 5.7 0.91 1.3 0.57 
D 5.5 0.64 23.4 0.80 6.8 0.66 

Total $ 16.9 0.95 $54.9  1.04 $ 15.5 0.91 

Motility 

In order to understand the migration of  risks from one credit profile to another over time, 
additional data was added to the homeowners database. Credit files from future dates were included, which 
were taken from archived records approximately 12 months after original writing date, and again at 48 
months after the original writing date. For this discussion, the same four credit profiles will be used as in 
the above exhibits. 

Group A, the poorest performing profile, was populated with 10,737 policies written in 1993. Of  
these, 84% still had Group A characteristics 12 months later, and 66% of those risks were still categorized 
as Group A 48 months later. 20% had migrated to Group B,and the remaining 14% to C and D. This is not 
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surprising, given that 2 of  the 3 criteria for Group A are maintained for many years on the credit file 
(derogatory public records and collections). 

Group B was not as stable over time, significant portions of  the population migrated in both 
directions. Of  the original Group B in 1993, 67% were still in the group 12 months later, and 36% 48 
months later. At that time, 3 I% had moved to D, [ 2% to group C, and 21% to A. 

Group C was the least stable. Since this group is defined by better than average characteristics, it 
is not surprising that as those characteristics continue to improve, much of the distribution migrates to 
Group D. Only 50% of  the group still had the Group C characteristics 12 months later, and only 1 I% at 48 
months. 65% of the entire group migrated to Group D in four years. This is not surprising due to the fact 
that one of  the differences between C and D is age of  oldest trade line; for those risks that did not qualify as 
D, time can be the only factor necessary to cause a migration over the subsequent 3 year period. (Again, 
refer to the Appendix for exact Group definitions.) 

Group D, the best performing group, showed the most stability. Risks with the best credit profiles 
are more likely to maimain those profiles over time. Of  the 23,248 policies in this group, 87% still met the 
criteria for D 12 months later, and 78% met those criteria 48 months later. 

This data was not collected on the original auto cohort, so the above data is for homeowners only. 
It does provide some indication about the necessity of  updating the review of  credit profile for the purpose 
of  rating and/or underwriting. 

Implications and Other Related Issues 

The impact of  credit history on expected loss performance is a major factor influencing whether or 
not this variable should be utilized in the rating of  personal lines insurance premiums. There are, however, 
many other relevant issues that must be considered. 

The credit history contains a large amount of  data. The impact on loss performance has been 
measured in this study as ifarising from a single variable, which is one particular accumulation of  the credit 
data. There is of  course an enormously large number ofways  in which the data can be combined for this 
purpose of  measurement. When the variables are inspected, individually, one finds that there are some that 
are historic, and cannot change until they are purged from the record (i.e., derogatory public records, 
collection records, inquiries and delinquent payments). Others contain information about current 
conditions, such as account status, current balanees and limits, and overdue amounts. The method of  
combination of  these variables will determine where the model falls in the responsiveness versus stability 
spectrum. This study has shown that both types have strong influences on loss performance. How they are 
combined is currently an open field for individual insurers' discretion. This study utilized a mutually 
exclusive profiling technique; scoring models can and do utilize a large number of  variables, giving numeric 
weights to each individual characteristic which are then added to obtain a total. Either method can be 
accomplished using a wide range of  variable counts. 

An important gap in this study is the impact of  credit history on loss performance for customers 
who have been insured with the same company for a number of  years. Recall that the data was assembled 
from new policies written in a give policy year, and the subsequent three-year loss experience. This data 
cannot show if long-term customers who have similar credit characteristics are expected to have the same 
differences in loss performance. The creation of  a rating factor based on credit history can affect renewal 
customers as well as new customers, yet there is currently no data publicly available to my knowledge that 
shows such relationships. Without such data, it would be speculative at best to assume that the relattonships 
hold true regardless of  tenure. Studies have shown that long-tenured customers produce far better loss 
experience than new customers. Opinions vary as to whether this is due more or less to two (or more) 
dominant factors which can cause such improventent: I) the fact that longer term customers have more 
experience in operating a motor vehicle or maintaining a home, and 2) that the underwriting function of a 
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given company will selectively non-renew poor performing risks, which could not be identified accurately 
in the underwriting process when the policies were originally written. The research done with this data has 
shown that longer-tenured customers tend to have better credit profiles than newer customers. This is one 
variable, policy tenure, that could be both distributionally and loss performance-linked to credit history. 

The question as to how often the credit history needs to be reevaluated is also of  concern. 
Although the motility information above indicates that there is a fair amount of  stability over time for credit 
conditions, there is still significant change that occurs within such distributions. Each reevaluation will 
cause the creation of  an additional inquiry record on the file. Although such inquiries should not be utilized 
for evaluation, there is no guarantee that all financial institutions and other users of  credit data will ignore 
their existence. When such a reevaluation occurs, there is also the question as to which risks should 
experience premium adjustment. Is there reasonable justification fur an individual risk to experience an 
increase in premium solely due to a change in a variable within the credit file? A different type of  database 
construction technique would be required to answer such a question. 

From an actuarial standpoint, questions arise concerning the nature of  the variable. Tile literature 
is replete with admonitions concerning the use of variables that are, or can be, under the control of the 
insured. Although the historic variables are not tmder the control o f  the insured, certainly those that 
measure current conditions are. Worth considering, however, is tile argument that such control is not nearly 
as relevant as other rating factors that are not utilized for this reason. An individual who has a poor history 
of  timely bill payment, and is under a considerable debt load is already experiencing detrimental effects 
from these conditions. Such conditions are causing economic penalties in the form of  monthly interest 
payment, or debt service, and can also result in higher interest rates charged for credit lines, instalhnent 
loans and mortgage loans. There already exists a financial disincentive to maintain financial management 
habits that produce these conditions. Will a difference in auto or homeowners insurance premiums cause a 
change in such habits, where these other economic disincentives have not? It is likely, in my opinion, that 
the magnitude of  the premium difference would not be as large as the sum of  all other financial 
consequences of  such a credit profile in most cases. This may mitigate the concern over the control the risk 
appears to have over the data contained in the credit file. 

Another area of  concern that is related to variable control is data accuracy. Reports as to the 
accuracy of  credit history data vary widely depending upon the source. Credit bureau sources quote data 
accuracy values in the 99% to 100% range. Some consumer groups have quoted this number to be as low 
as 30% to 40%. This discrepancy is due to the way in which errors are measured. One could obtain the 
first result if  errors were considered to exist only in cases where a) an adverse decision was made for a 
financial transaction, b) the customer inquired as to the credit data, c) discovered an error, d) contacted the 
creditor to correct the error, and e) the financial institution reversed the decision based on that correction. 
Dividing the number of  such events by the entire credit warehouse would produce a very high level of  
accuracy. '1"o produce the second, much lower values, one could simply count every possible error within 
the file, including seemingly irrelevant errors such as street name misspellings, attd divide this count by the 
total number of records. Neither is a very good measure of data accuracy. For all panics concerned to get 
a true understanding of  accuracy, a good method of  measurement must be established. In any case, the 
utilization of  credit history for rating requires the insurance industry to assist its customers by informing 
them of  the method for resolving true inaccuracies oil record, and taking those corrections into account 
through reevaluation. 

An outstanding issue that will likely remain outstanding is causality. Although arguments were put 
forward earlier in this paper which attempted to link financial management responsibility and future 
expected loss levels, such arguments are unsupported, even ifreasonable, speculation. The arguments of  
causality are generalized; in fact the difference between one rate level and another charged to a given 
individual could be different due to only one particular variable within the credit file. That individual may 
ask fur an argument of  causality pertaining only to the one characteristic that separates him or her from the 
next lower rate. Such questions may never be answered with stafistieal causality, even i f the entire credit 
file (however that is aggregated) can be demonstrated to be causal in a way that goes beyond the 
mathematical correlations. 
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The issue of  acceptance of  credit history dam in personal lines insurance has more obstacles than 
mere causality. The social and regulatory acceptance of  such data in the rating of  personal lines insurance 
may be restricted for other reasons. Arguments have already been made that indicate that some groups 
consider its use invasive, and that credit-based rating is a breach of  privacy, regardless of  its strength as a 
tool to reduce rate subsidies between risks. The auto line of  business has considered past driving record to 
be a key factor in underwriting and rating. One key characteristic of  prior accidents is negligence, i.e., 
whether the accident was the fault of  the insured or not. It is natural for some people to immediately apply 
this concept to credit history as well. Credit files contain information about derogatory events that an 
individual may feel are perfectly explainable. Such explanations are commonplace in the area of  mortgage 
financing, where an event is not considered if there is a suitable explanation for its existence in some eases. 
The key difference, however, is that the use of  this data for rating or underwriting is not done for the 
purpose of  credit worthiness. It is not done for the purposes of  judging character, lifestyle, integrity or 
financial soundness. The purpose is to segregate risks by different levels of  expected losses only, a point 
which may be difficult to communicate. 

It may be easier to obtain regulatory acceptance comparted to social acceptance with regard to the 
use of credit history as a rating tool. The NAIC White Paper on the use of  credit in underwriting, referred 
to earlier, makes several specific statements which indicate their deference to rating, rather than 
underwriting. The use of  credit in rating requires the filing of  a rating plan with supporting documentation. 
It permits inspection of  content by both regulators and consumers. Such filing gives a regulatory body the 
evidence required to give valid statistical response to constituents who may call to inquire or register a 
complaint. 

The data reviewed in this study produced clear evidence of  a strong correlation between credit 
history and future loss performance. The understanding oflhis relationship, and its acceptance, have grown 
rapidly over the last few years. This understanding has come primarily in the form of  scoring model results. 
Hopefully, this paper will serve as a starting point in an effort to place more detailed information from 
credit history, other than scoring models, and the relationship such data has to personal lines losses, in a 
public forum. This effort is necessary in order to promote greater understanding of  the driving forces 
behind this relationship, and can only serve to improve the quality of  discussion during future debates on 
the ways in which it will be utilized. 
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APPENDIX 

Data Fields 

Policy Variables included and reviewed' 
State transfer indicator 
Policy Tier 
Original policy written month, day and year 
Acive status indicator 
Months of coverage 
Writing company 
Original producer code 
Risk state 
Vehicle type 
Non-standard indicator 
Number of vehicles 
N umber o f operators 
Number of potential operators 
Payment plan 
Residence stability 
Residence code 
Residence type 
Number of years employed 
Prior insurance code 
Number of vehicles financed 
For each driver: 

Age 
Gender 
Marital status 
Occupation code 
Number of years licensed 
Driving record: fault losses, non-fault losses, moving violations 
Comprehensive losses 

Earned premium 
Incurred losses 

Variables included from National Credit File: 
Trade Record: Subscriber code, date opened, high credit, date verified, date reported, date 
closed, date paid out, associated code, payment pattern, current balance, amount past due, 
account type, current manner ofpayment (status), credit limit, terms, maximum delinquency 
date, maximum delinquency amount, number of months 30-59 days past due, 60-89 days past 
due, 90+ days past due, loan type, dispute code, collateral field, duplicate indicator, account 
number, short subscriber name. 
Inquiry Record: Subscriber code, inquiry date, type, loan type, loan amount. 
Public Record: Date reported, amount, public record type, date paid, assets, liabilities, a~orney, 
plaintiff, docket number. 
Collection Record: Date reported, subscriber code, amount owed, status, date paid, creditor 
name. 
Summary Record: Number of inquiries, trades, collections, public records, manner of payment 
totals for each status code. 
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Definitions of Credit Profiles Used in Exhibits 

Group A: Existance of any ofthe following: Derogatory public record with liability amount >$0, 
collection record, or amount past due of $500 or more. 

Group B: Does not meet any other group criteria. 

Group C: No DPR or collection records, no APD; no trade lines with status codes other than 0 or 
I, leverage ratio on revolving accounts less than 60%, age of oldest trade line at least 7 years. 

Group D: Same as group C, plus nonpromotional inquiry count less than 4 and age of oldest trade 
line at least 10 years. 
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